energize the debate
increase engagement
centralize knowledge
Why did you join Team Energy?
“To promote new technologies in the area of energy from the TU/e to the world”
“To bring people together who want to create a sustainable world, starting here in Eindhoven”
“To develop our perspective beyond just the technological aspects of it.”
“To inspire and get inspired by enthusiasm about and ideas of the energy transition”

Minke
“To improve the insight in energy related topics on the University”

Jan
“To create more awareness at the TU/e about the energy problem we are facing”
“To collect knowledge at the TU/e, and make it accessible for everyone”

Kathelijn
“To satisfy the curiosity about the latest energy initiatives in Eindhoven”
“To accelerate the diffusion of knowledge and ideas”
Energy Days

Energy Café

Energy Event

www.teamenergytue.nl

Projects – Discussion – News – Network
“Team Energy recognizes the importance of students participating in the energy debate.”

Prof. dr. ir. Verbong
Eindhoven Energy Institute
“Not impeded by the past, students can do **awesome things**. I hope this will happen in Team Energy!”

Dr. Harwig
Director Strategic Area Energy
“Essential in the road towards sustainability is collaboration and coherence. Not an easy task. The Team Energy initiative to create a central platform for knowledge and activities is crucial in the realization of a sustainable future in both economic and societal terms. These kind of initiatives energize me, cool!”

Ms. Schreurs
Municipal councilor Eindhoven
“A nowadays’ engineer without a solid opinion regarding sustainability in relation to technology, isn’t worth his or her title...”

Ir. Simonis
Owner Sunsolutions
Energy coordinator TU Delft
“At TU/e we believe in multidisciplinary efforts, involving different departments of the university. So we can advance the technology to a higher level and add clear value for society. We want to put science into practice. I strongly believe that Team Energy can contribute to these goals and prove our point: that we are in the pursuit of excellence, in which the connection between education and research is the central pillar.”

Prof. dr. ir. Van Duijn
Rector Magnificus
Looking forward to the future!